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Open letter To Russell long On Miller Hearings
Jan. 1,1978
Dear Senator Long,
Although I am working on various wor�able altj:)r
natives, the indicated consequences of a Miller in
stallation at head of the U,S. central banking system
would be an irreparable financial and economic disaster
for our nation and most of the world. My estimate to that
effect is shared among, the relevant leading financial
circles in Europe.
There can be no punting, no compromise on this issue.
The most vital interests of our nation are being placed in
jeopardy. Your exercise of your authority in intensively
examining, and ending this appointment will have my
energetic support and that of every force I can muster
and encourage to that effect.
The time has come to rip away the politenesses of
jussimulation and vacillation.

President Carter has

spoken of the "moral equivalent of war." Now is the time
to have that war, indeed: against the Miller appointment
and every London-fostered threat to our nation that
appointment exemplifies.
Forces centered around Lazard Brothers of London
are deploying financiai and economic warfare' against
the United States, they are working toward sabotaging

nation's credit and economy to London's advantage.
'
You a nd I know the names of the Humphrey faction
and the Kennedy faction in the Democratic Party. You
and I know the names of the "left CIA" network around
the Institute for Policy Studies. We know what Rand

Corporation and Georgetown's Center for Strategic and
International Studies actually are. We know what the
Brookings Institution represents. We know what John
Kenneth Galbraith is. We also know what the Max Fisher
"liberal" faction in the Republican Party represents. We

know who that imitation Oxonian William F. Buckley
actually is. Weknow the Fabian influence around George
Meany.

.
We know the pedigree and policy profiles of Zbigniew
Brzezinski, Henry Kissinger (of the London Tavistock
Institute), Werner M. Blumenthal, Fritz Mondale, Stuart
Eisenstat, James R. Schlesinger, Bob Bergland, and so
forth. We kno w that, on each crucial issue, the policy and

influence they represent' is in agreement with the am
bitions of Lazard' and the Royal Institute, and, in that
way, they are viciously and fundamentally antagonistic
to every vital interest of our nation.
Are we, the majority of Americans, so easily duped
that we, the most powerful industrial nation in the world,
will permit the rulers of the most bankrupt economy of
the industrialized world, the United Kingdom, to plunge

our industry, attempting to wreck the possibilities of a

'us into bankruptcy and loot us- even as the London

Middle East peace, and are using their agents of in

Economist has openly announced its intention to that

fluence within the Warsaw Pact command to incite those
forces into a global deployment of their influences

effect?

against us. Lazard's effort and policies are aided by

against these enemy forces without and within. However,

forces

as the prophet warns, "If the Trumpet shall sound an

grouped

around

the

Royal

Institute

of

In

The majority of Americans will support the fight

ternational Affairs, the'policy-formulating agency for

uncertain note, who shall heed the call to battle?" It is

Britain's MI-5 and MI-6 secret intelligence services. The
gangster forces of British secret intelligence are

essential in all wars to name the enemy and the issue of

currently deploying terrorist forces under their control

win. Now is the time to speak the truth directly, without
equivocation or vacillation. If leaders sensible of our

as well as insurgent movements of their creation in
various parts of the world.
Now, let us be most clear-spoken. The time for veiled
characterizations has passed. Let us name the names of

the battle; otherwise, we can not mobilize our forces to

nation's vital interests do that, the majority of the
population will rise up to support the necessary actions.
Let us join our forces to fight this good fight.

the nest of British-allied snakes in our own nation's
policy and intelligence establishment. Let us speak
openly of the Lazard interests represented by Felix

Sincerely,

Rohatyn and his policies, and of the U.S. financial in
terests allied with Lazard in the effort to subvert our

Chairman, U.S. Labor Party
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